
HSC 
eLEARNING 
SOLUTION.
The compliance game-changer. 

GERMANY’S TOP OCCUPATIONAL 
SAFETY SERVICES PROVIDER
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Welcome to HSC eLearning, future-proof software 
for implementing safety- and company-specific 

employee training programs.

The HSC eLearning system within MyPortal automates your regulatory framework in 
matters of health and safety. Our modular platform in an interactive format brings a 
thorough but simple-to-use eLearning plan that bene�ts all of your employees. A clean 
design and handy features guarantee a pleasant user experience. Moreover, eLearning 
instructions can be tailored to your speci�c requirements, including a full scope of 
employee training manuals.

HSC made it simple!        

This next-level eLearning solution reduces the time and expense of 
instruction implementation. The course ends with a multiple-choice 

test and certificate issuance. Additionally, a web-based software 
solution tracks and monitors employees’ progress.   

DIGITAL SOLUTIONS TO 
TRANSFORM BUSINESSES. 



HSC Nord GmbH is Germany's �rst and only company to, entirely in-house, develop an 

eLearning platform with all essential health & safety content. Compliance and regulatory 

professionals who designed eLearning have decades of combined expertise.

User-friendly; quick and easy setup

No IT employee is necessary for the support 

Affordable for facilities of any size 

A scalable system, modular structure

Available 24/7, anywhere, anytime

QR code for easy access

Relevant health and safety content

Employee training manuals 

Legally required instructions

A steady stream of new features

Suitable for businesses across numerous industries 

Unique personalization options

Managing visitors and employees without a business email address

Simple completion tracking

Certificates

Multilingualism

Data security and storage

eLearning Features

Instructions Completed
MILLION +

HSC Nord leads the way in delivering interactive content and 
an outstanding user experience across industries.



Enjoy the advantage of 
intuitive navigation for 
adding new eLearning 

users and sending access 
data while keeping track 

of the number of users and 
modules assigned. 

EMPLOYEE ONBOARDING. 
PERSONALIZED EMPLOYEE SOLUTIONS. 

USERS & GROUPS. IMPORT.

Thanks to these sections, participants in online instruction can be easily onboarded. The 

USERS section stores important employee details such as personal data, modules 

assigned, and the business area or service group a participant belongs to. Additionally, 

information on whether the participant is an employee, service provider, visitor, or 

external temporary worker is ensured. All data is securely stored in the cloud and is 

una�ected by hardware failure.

Add your employees to relevant GROUPS and immediately provide them with all 

necessary safety-related information. Groups can be formed based on a business area, 

such as a branch o�ce, or services, such as desk or �eld workers, drivers, and similar. 

Furthermore, getting non-desk employees on board is no longer a challenge. It is possible 

to manage visitors and employees without a business email address.

Thanks to the IMPORT section, you can import/update the participant’s list using Excel 

�le, you can download template �les for preview or you can export �les with current 

eLearning users.



Additional sector-specific 
content

Individually configured 
mandatory modules 

Fulfillment of 
entrepreneurial duties

Employee training

Comprehensive 
documentation

Inside the DOCUMENTS section, you can store �les for online instruction participants to 

see. There is a segment for required legal documents. HSC frequently upgrades them to 

re�ect legislative changes and user preferences. Furthermore, we tailor a relevant 

selection of mandatory modules to your company's needs. 

An additional segment can store company-speci�c �les written according to the details of 

your enterprise's core activity. These employee training modules and product manuals 

can also be marked as required. 

Now you can provide your employees with all the mandatory product or safety manuals 

they require from day one. Inside the SETTINGS section, relevant modules can be 

selected and assigned while sending emails regarding noti�cations, reminders, and 

access data.

LEGALLY REQUIRED INSTRUCTIONS. 
RELEVANT COMPLIANCE CONTENT.

DOCUMENTS & SETINGS



The STATISTIC section delivers insight into eLearning participants' progress and module 

statistics. Signi�cant business data is evaluated by the software and presented in charts. 

Operating �gures regarding �nished modules and successful participants are crucial 

information sources and indicators for further governance. You can always see where your 

company stands regarding compliance and where you might need to make changes to 

ensure the ful�llment of legal duties. In this way, you may also check how each employee, 

branch o�ce, location, and service group contributes to the overall success.

Thanks to the REPORTING section, you can assign and manage the recipients of the 

statistical reports. The software automates the email noti�cation and reminder processes 

while using three escalation levels. Levels can be precisely adjusted according to the 

duration of the module completion postponement. Depending on the amount of delay, 

the report goes hierarchically to the appropriate manager. 

CONTROLLING. 
COMPREHENSIVE & TRUSTWORTHY.

STATISTIC & REPORTING

eLearning Highlights

CLOUD-BASED REGULARLY UPDATED

LEGALLY SECURE SCALABLE

INDUSTRY-SPECIFIC CUSTOMIZABLE



With HSC eLearning, you can act in a legally compliant manner, increase e�ciency, and 

reduce time spent on paperwork and training. Your employees may easily complete all the 

necessary safety or product-related modules while adhering to the legal standards for 

thorough and timely documentation. Most importantly, an intuitive interface will help 

employees complete tasks independently on their devices. Take comfort in knowing that 

all certi�cates have been completed and organized automatically inside the CERTIFICATE 

section.

ORGANIZED PAPERWORK. 
EFFECTIVE TRAINING PROCESS.

CERTIFICATE.

COMPREHENSIVE CONTROLLING & REPORTING
WITH THE BEST PRICE-PERFORMANCE RATIO



We get you the best attention.
Let HSC make it simple!

Bei den Hünengräbern 19,
21220 Seevetal

P : +49 (0) 40 22 616 35 10 

E : info@hsc-nord.de 

w : www.hsc-nord.de


